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rar attempted to go after lumiya after leaving the asteroid. ruling that he could not act on his
own to kill lumiya, rar broke off to assist jaina solo. after firing several shots at her opponent, the

twi'lek engaged lumiya and, with her lightsaber, killed her enemy. she then flew back to the
asteroid and reunited with the others. [1] she took control of a ship and departed for the leshak
system. along with raynar thul and zekk, rar learned that they would rendezvous with corellia

with a yvh s-series battle droid. the vessel, which was named vengeance after a vessel
controlled by a powerful jedi master from the previous era, left orbit and departed to rendezvous
with corellia's planetary capital. on corellia, the team was met by kaspan erso, who activated the

droid to destroy her enemies. the droid proceeded to kill all of the jedi and of fel, who had
become disaffected with ralroost's destruction of the jedi temple. kaspan erso was killed in the

process, but the team escaped the droid. a mysterious voice informed zekk that a dark presence
still loomed behind them. without replying, zekk continued on, determined to rescue jaina.

following their departure, alema rar, who had been directly affected by the voice, felt that it was
a sign that she needed to continue. after arriving on the leshak system, the team took part in the
battle of leshak, where they were ordered to watch the main fleet attack and destroy a yuuzhan
vong battle fleet. after the battle, rar's ship was taken by the vong. [5] rar attempted to flee the

system, but was caught, tortured by the voxyn, zekk and fel talwri and the other two pilots.
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unknown to the jedi order, however, an assassin, hired by lumiya, had been
working against them. the assassin, now equipped with an implant, had

continued to function in spite of the danger, but that danger was now averted.
[8] the jedi order, therefore, released her, as they felt that her threat to them
had been neutralized. [8] with rar staying at kashyyyk to recuperate from the

injuries inflicted on her by kyp durron, her mission to infiltrate the jedi
academy was halted. nevertheless, rar was able to collect information on

karrde's private holdings, which had been abandoned in the yuuzhan vong
war, and so provided solo with yet another foothold on the planet's surface. [3]
once rar recovered, solo proceeded to ossus and set about rebuilding the jedi
academy. [3] rar, meanwhile, set about recruiting the children of the students
who had vanished with zonama sekot. the efforts of rar and the others were

successful, and by the time solo returned to kashyyyk, the academy was once
again operating as before. various attempts at infiltrating the academy were
foiled by the jedi sentinel guards, but two accomplished young masters were
able to capture jaina solo. rar was able to use the implant of the assassin to

contact her sister, and to learn that the contact had been made. the names of
the jedi masters who had captured jaina, and their current whereabouts, were

also given to the twi'lek. [8] 5ec8ef588b
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